
To Be Taught, If Fortunate: A Journey into the
Vastness of Communication and
Understanding
: Charting the Cosmic Tapestry

In the boundless expanse of space, where countless stars twinkle like
celestial fireflies, Becky Chambers weaves a captivating tale of exploration,
communication, and the profound power of empathy in her novel "To Be
Taught, If Fortunate." This enthralling work of science fiction transports
readers to a universe teeming with diverse species, each with its own
unique language, customs, and beliefs.
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As the spaceship Wayfarer embarks on an extraordinary mission to the
distant Tau Ceti star system, its crew members—a diverse assembly of
humans, aliens, and sentient robots—face the daunting task of navigating
the complexities of interspecies communication. With each encounter, they
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discover the profound challenges and transformative rewards of bridging
the gaps between vastly different perspectives.
The Characters: A Mosaic of Perspectives

The crew of the Wayfarer is as diverse as the cosmic tapestry they
traverse. From the pragmatic and determined Captain Ashby to the
enigmatic and enigmatic Arkim, each character brings a distinct voice and
perspective to the narrative.

Captain Ashby: A seasoned spacefarer who carries the weight of
responsibility on her shoulders, Ashby serves as the guiding force of
the Wayfarer and the anchor of her crew.

Arkim: A mysterious and ancient alien, Arkim possesses a vast
knowledge of the universe and a profound understanding of the
complexities of communication. He serves as a mentor and guide to
the crew, gently nudging them towards deeper levels of understanding.

Kizzy: A young and idealistic human biologist, Kizzy is eager to
embrace the unknown and learn from the diverse species they
encounter. Her curiosity and open-mindedness drive her to seek
connections with others.

Anders: A stoic and skilled engineer, Anders possesses a dry wit and
a keen eye for detail. Despite his reserved exterior, he harbors a deep
longing for connection and a desire to make a difference.

Sifa: A devout believer in the Wayfarer's mission of fostering
understanding, Sifa is a gentle and compassionate soul. Her
unwavering optimism serves as a beacon of hope for the crew during
challenging times.



Themes: Bridging the Chasm of Differences

"To Be Taught, If Fortunate" explores a multitude of profound themes,
weaving them into the fabric of its narrative like threads of a complex
tapestry.

Communication and Empathy

At its core, the novel is a meditation on the challenges and rewards of
effective communication. Chambers deftly illustrates the ways in which
language, culture, and personal experiences shape our perspectives and
can create barriers to understanding.

Diversity and Inclusivity

The novel celebrates the beauty and richness of diversity, showcasing a
vast array of alien species, each with its own unique biology, culture, and
worldview. Through the interactions of the Wayfarer crew, Chambers
explores the power of embracing differences and fostering inclusivity.

The Power of Hope and Optimism

Despite the challenges and hardships they face, the crew of the Wayfarer
never relinquishes their hope for a better future. Chambers weaves a
narrative of resilience and unwavering optimism, reminding us that even in
the face of adversity, hope can serve as an indomitable force.

Legacy and Impact: A Resonant Message

Since its release, "To Be Taught, If Fortunate" has garnered widespread
acclaim for its thought-provoking themes, compelling characters, and
exquisite prose. It has won numerous awards, including the Hugo Award for
Best Novel, and has been praised by critics and readers alike.



The novel's enduring legacy lies in its ability to spark meaningful
conversations about communication, diversity, and the pursuit of
understanding in our own world. It serves as a reminder that embracing
differences, fostering empathy, and maintaining hope are essential
ingredients for creating a more harmonious and just society.
: A Journey of Transformation

Becky Chambers' "To Be Taught, If Fortunate" is a masterful exploration of
the boundless possibilities of communication and understanding in a vast
and diverse cosmos. Through the journey of the Wayfarer crew, Chambers
invites us to reflect on the challenges and rewards of bridging the gaps
between different perspectives.

Ultimately, the novel serves as a testament to the indomitable spirit of
humanity, our capacity for empathy, and our unwavering belief in the power
of hope. As we navigate the complexities of our own world, "To Be Taught,
If Fortunate" offers a guiding light, reminding us that through
communication, diversity, and optimism, we can create a future where
understanding and connection prevail.
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Holocaust
The Holocaust was one of the most horrific events in human history.
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Walking the Fields of the Newfoundland Dead
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